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Get our free
Tsiyon Road app!
~ Pass this newsletter on to a friend! ~

Keep Tsiyon Road
on the air.

Listen to this latest EBD Bet Midrash on our Tsiyon Road radio station this Sabbath.

BACK AGAIN THIS SABBATH! After an extended period of special programs we are starting up our Midrash of
Bamidbar/Numbers once again. We have created and updated our Torah Reading Schedule so you can read the Torah Portion yourself
each week and be prepared for the Eliyahu ben David Bet Midrash on Sabbath.
Get the latest Torah Reading
http://tsiyon.org/ministry/midrash/

Schedule

and

other

study

aids

at

the
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website

on

this

page:

Our new Tsiyon Truth Point Video: Why the Christian Church in America Cannot Survive Same-Sex Marriage
This new video documents the profound effect that same-sex marriage is having on the Christian Church system in America. We predict that the
American Church system will completely collapse under the weight of the full assault that same-sex marriage is bringing in. This is huge. Please
watch it and share the YouTube link with others.
An exclusive Tsiyon Members cut has been posted for donating Tsiyon members at Tsiyon.net.
Click on the picture below to view the public version at YouTube.
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From Eliyahu
Hello Friends,
It feels good to get back to doing our regular Sabbath EBD Bet Midrash.
We are coming back with a barn-burner called: Defeating the Enemy! ..Yes!
In Bamidbar/Numbers 21 we have the children of the Exodus generation, now matured and ready to take on the Canaanites. This chapter includes two
epic battles in which Israel is attacked by two different powerful Canaanite nations, each bringing their entire armies against Israel, complete with
giants to lead them! Unlike their fathers, who were afraid of the giants and the Canaanite armies, this new generation is eager to engage the enemies
in faith that YHWH would give them the victory. In each case Israel prevailed mightily, well beyond merely winning the battle. How they did this is
of vital importance to each of us, as we are threatened and attacked by unseen enemies every day.
There is another battle in this chapter where Israel was not doing so well. This was the battle against their own lower nature. Can you relate? This is
still the hardest battle we ever face. Yes, if you want to meet your potential worst enemy just look in the mirror. Giants and Canaanites are easy
compared to this. How do you win the battle with yourself? This chapter gives us an amazing answer you won't want to miss. Be sure to tune in for
Defeating the Enemy - playing right now, eight times in all, on Tsiyon Road.
Blessings and Shalom,
Eliyahu ben David
www.tsiyon.org
Need to talk to us? - In the USA and Canada just call us toll free at (888) 230-2440 for help. Internationally, email us and we will arrange a phone or
Skype call for you.

Visit Tsiyon Messianic Radio
Thanks to our Tsiyon Ministry Partners for your support of this ministry!
Not a Tsiyon Ministry Partner yet? Visit our Tsiyon Website for full details.
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